
:JUL 19 1960 

Executive Direct"o 
Joint Camisit toe on Atomic Energy 
Cengzess of the United $tates 

"Iear hr. Ramay: 

We previously Informed the JCAM of a vadiatLon incident which 
occurred on -April 39, 9WO eand which involved the Westinahouas 
Test Reactor at Waitz H .lls& Pennsylvania. This occurrence re
suited In the partial destruction of one reactor fuel element 
through overheting and subsequsat melting.  

Lt appears at this time that either or both of two factors played 
a major part in this incident, a" follows: (1) inadequate 
coolant flo under conditions eoating at the time; and (2) de
fective metallurgical bonding in the fuel element. In order to 
gain additional knowledge as to the technical origin of the 
inci.dent, studies are presently being conducted with respect to 
heat transfer phsmona as related to this reactor and metal
lurgical aspects of the dumaged fuel element6 

The licensee's organixation pzoptly recognized the potential of 
this Incident and functioned effectively in coping with possible 
and actual afttebffects of the situation. As a result of the 
incident# the pfoeass water head tank beacm filled with radio
actively contaminated water, and served as a tuVporary source of 
moderately high gimma radiation levels within a few hundred feet 

of the tank. Evacuation of the facility was accomplished in an 
expeditious manner. , adiation surveys of the mwrounding area 
were instituted prtmptly. Mo personnel V m r occured 

and no offeite contamination was detected.  

Based upon the AIC investigation of the incident, en order was 
issued to Westinghouse Electric Corporation on June 30, 1960.  
A copy of the order is attached.  

Under the terms of the attached Order, WestinShouse cannot start / K 

up the WR• unless it has submitted a report describing the corrective,.  
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Mr. Jise T. Ramey -2-

steps taken to prevent recun'"rre of the incident and until the prior written approval of the CommisadJon to obtained.  

The Order also requires Weetfinouse to submt plans feo revision of the reactor contaim not. Penadng ComLaoson approva of the uodiftcation, Vetettghgsse wo=ld not be permitted to conduct any redued coolant flow experimets and umold not be able to operate the reactor above half power, i.e., 30 nesauatt: (tharal).o 

Sincerely yOURs, 

,s1UASDv A* Re NUIDBM

General anawger

Enclosure: 
Facility License TM-2 (dup.)

cc: Chairman (2) 
General Manager 
Wo F. Finan, AMERS 
Cong. Liaison (2) 
H. L. Price, DLR 
C. F. Eason, OGC 
D. Clark, IS 
R. W. Kirkman, NY 

O IVS CONG. L. DLR 0C AGMRS 

SURNAME 0 a b p .. /r 
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Mr. To Roney 
Ezecui fretor 

l~Ut C tee On Atooc ~Zaergy 
Vongreus of be Unrited States 

Dear Xro 

We previous~ly dthe J= Of a radiation ineideynt whi~ch 
--cauxred on April 1960'Vaud which involved the Westinghouse.  
Test Reactor at WlMills,0 Peannylvania. This occurrence re
suited in the pari= I 10c~n Of 0ne re~ator fuel. element 
through overheating sx&subseqwut malting.  

It appears at this time t either or both of tweo factors plaered 
a M&Jor Part in th is ci ,t a follOws: (1) Inadequate 
coolant flow under condit existing at the time; and (2) de
fectivye metalutrgical bon the fuel eleiwnts In order to 
gain additional knowledge as t the technical origin of the 
incident, studies are presently Ing conducted with respect to 
heat trwanfer phenomena as rel.. to this reactor and metal
lurgical aspects of the dmgd eeet 

The liaensets orgmaization promptly coized the potential of 
this Lincdent and functioned. effective)~ In coping with possible 
and actual. aftereffects of the situmatioz As a result of the 
incident,, the protcess water head tank bcefilled with radio
actively contaminated water* and served as 4tenpwary source of 
moderately high Swasn radiation levels wit ia few hundred feet 
of the tank,, Zvacuation Of the facility was *xcmpllsbed in an 
expeditious runner. Radiation suirveys cof th sb~rounding area 
were instituted prom~ptly. NO personnel overexpoiikes occu~rred 
and no off site contaniziation was detected, 

The licensee reports that the following action will 141LKtaken to 
prevent a reurne of a simlar incident: 

I* Nione of the fuel eleesuts in the reactor at the tljpu of 
the incident will be i'eehez'ged into the reactor.
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2. 4icesee Vil.l inMP "t fu). elemWts at the supplier's 
fee ty prior to acceptance t•ereof.  

3,Ree~t OPerating procedwre mus3* sil be reviewed "d.  

revised reindicated,.  
Sboud you desire tiona. InfOrmation conce=rng this Incident, 
please adIvise us.  

Sincerely yourS, 

Geae~&l Mnager 

cc: Chairman (2) 
General Manager 
W. F. Finan, AGMRS 
Congo Liaison (2) 
H. L. Price, DIE 
C. F. Eason, OGC 
Do Clark, IS 
R. W, Kirkman, NY 

Div. oQncurrence: 

B3aha .  
Frame e 

Johnson 
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